Breakthrough (Spirit of David) [Numbers, 134 bpm, 4/4]
[Default Arrangement] by Anna Kidder, Kenzie Hanley, Jeff Deyo, Hector Figueroa
C, V1, C, T, V2, C, Tx2, B, B, B, B, Solo, B, B, C

CHORUS (lower melody)

I've given you the spirit of David
You know how to worship and you can throw down
I've given you the spirit of David
It's time you fight back for your generation

VERSE 1

The time is now and the battle’s raging
So lift your song and I'll shake the nations
I've called you out to be overcomers
Your praise resounds with a holy boldness

TAG 1

I want you to fight back the fear
I want you to fight for my love

VERSE 2

So take your place, cause you know I'm with you
Be unafraid cause I'm fighting for you
Just watch and see that I hold the victory
The war is won as you give me glory

CHORUS (higher melody) – 4 6 (no 5)

TAG 2

I want you to fight back the fear
I want you to fight for my love
I want you to fight back oppression
I want you to fight for your freedom

BRIDGE

Here comes your breakthrough
Here comes your breakthrough
Receive the light
Here comes your breakthrough
Receive the light

Here comes your breakthrough
Receive the light
Here comes your breakthrough
Receive the light

Here comes your breakthrough
Receive the light
Here comes your breakthrough
Receive the light